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SERVICE 
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WRITTEN 

5 TRAFFIC STOPS 12 BAKER ACTS  

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr Taylor DATE:   4/17/2020 
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Disturbance 
Weapons 

20-36390 Hibiscus Way 
(Conservatory) 

Deputies responded to the area of Hibiscus Way after receiving calls 
reference a male with a Rifle. Contact was made with seven golfers 
who were on hole # 8. They all stated an older male, who resides at 
305 Hibiscus Way got into an argument with them about the rules 
and regulations of the golf course. He then went inside and 
returned a short time later with what appeared to be a rifle. He 
then pointed a Winchester Air Rifle (.177 Cal 4.5mm pellet gun) at 
them. Contact was made with the male who was placed under 
arrest for 7 counts of aggravated assault. The victim’s all provided 
written statements and were in fear for their life. Report made by 
Deputy Lentino. 

Domestic 
Disturbance 

20-36445 Pickering Drive Domestic Disturbance between two parties who live together but 
are separated. They were involved in a verbal altercation for most 
of the day, which then became physical. Due to v1 having visible 
injuries, S1 was deemed to be the primary aggressor and was taken 
into custody. She was transported to the FCIF without incident. 
Report made Deputy Burchfield 

Missing 
Juvenile 

20-36461 Westrobin Place RP reported her fifteen-year-old daughter missing. M1 did message 
her Mother around 6pm that she was safe but not coming home. 
M1 was entered into FCIC/NCIC as missing. Report made by Dep. 
Douglas.   

Crash with 
injuries 

20-36420 West SR 100 Deputies responded to a two vehicle head on collision. Upon arrival 
both vehicles were fully engulfed in flames. All parties in the 
vehicles sustained life ending injuries. SR 100 was closed down in 
both directions for several hours while FHP investigated the crash.  
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